
ARENA GREEN Full Truck Load Shipping Details ** PLEASE READ IN FULL. 
 

By accepting our offer and ordering our product, you are acknowledging acceptance of these terms. 

GGT-Footing /ARENA GREEN is delivered in 3000 lb supersacks and delivered on a pallet weighing 

3050 lbs in total.  

 

 

 
  

As you can see, these skids can be very large 40” x 40” x 70” It is important that you fully understand 

what to expect at delivery and make arrangements for accepting your order. This ensures a smooth and 

successful process. If your order is more than 24,000 lbs. of footing the transport will NOT include a Lift 

Gate (LG). Orders of this size or larger require a 48’-53’ flatbed (Fig. 3) or dry van/box trailer (Fig. 4). 

You will need to make sure you have a forklift or a tractor with forks (Fig. 5 & 6) to get the pallets from 

the trailer to the ground. Due to liability reasons, the truck driver is only required to transport the 

product from our facility to yours and is not expected to unload. This means that you will need to have 

someone on site and prepared with the necessary equipment to unload it. Make sure your equipment 

is rated to lift at least 3000 pounds. For dry van/box trailer delivers, you will also need to have a pallet 

jack (Fig. 7) to transport the pallets from within the trailer to the edge. Keep in mind pallet jacks will not 

work well on grass or heavy gravel, only on smooth surfaces. 
 

Fig. 3. Flat bed Fig. 4. Dry Van 



 

Fig. 5. Forklift Fig. 6. Tractors with Fork attachments 
 

Fig . 7. Pallet Jack 

 

Once your order arrives, please make note and take photographs if there is any damage during 

transport and contact your salesperson immediately. Note any damages on the carriers POD 

(Proof of Delivery). This insures we can file a damage claim, if necessary. A damage claim MUST 

be filed within 5 days of delivery. 

If you are concerned about your ability to accept this type of delivery, please give us a call. We will work 

together to determine a solution and make sure you are properly prepared. We look forward to 

working with you! 

Sales: Cynthia Keating (Director of Sales): 864-804-0011  

Barb Dipalma (National Retail Sales Mgr): 864-804-8664 
 

Office/Logistics: Kim Skipper: 864-579-4484 x103 


